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Abstract

This essay reconsiders Hopkins's uses of the metrical mark—the physical, material mark on the page—that has been erased in many editions and critical considerations of his poetry. I argue that our engagement with the poet's meter has missed the mark: it has failed to note Hopkins's complicated relationship with (and resistance to) the physical mark, which acts as the indicator not only of his innovative sprung rhythm but also, more importantly, of his spiritual hopes for an English nation united (and disciplined) by meter. In The Wreck of the Deutschland, Hopkins struggles with the stigma of the metrical mark; words are made flesh, scored and scarred, and meter is transformed into spiritual and national allegory. The mark, then, is essential to understanding Hopkins's metaphysics, his way of seeing words as things, things as words, and the stress that governs them both.
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Construed by critics as “always obscure” and “on the whole disappointing: . . . too often needlessly obscure, harsh, and perverse” (qtd. in Roberts 89, 111), the first edition of Gerard Manley Hopkins’s poems, published in 1918, baffled more readers than it converted. In September of 1926, I. A. Richards published a review in the Dial which begins: “Modern verse is perhaps more often too lucid than too obscure,” and makes a case for “some slight obscurity in its own right” (qtd. in Roberts 140, 141). Hopkins, wrenched out of his historical moment, was praised for his mastery: a mastery of obscurity in narrative, grammar, and, most importantly, meter. This metrical obscurity would surely repel what Richards disdainfully called the “light-footed reader” (qtd. in Roberts 141) who Richards imagines has been conditioned to expect a certain kind of clarity by the easy metrical poetry of the Edwardians and Georgians.

Even though Richards had no objections to Hopkins’s metrical obscurity, Richards was uncomfortable when faced with the physical form of meter, the mark that indicated Hopkins’s rhythm. In his 1929 book, *Practical Criticism*, Richards erases Hopkins’s mark over the word “will” in a line from the poem “Spring and Fall”: “And yet you will weep and know why?” (9). Richards’s excuse for the erasure (indeed, he erases all the marks on Hopkins’s poem)—“to avoid a likely temptation to irrelevant discussions”—demonstrates a critical unwillingness to engage with meter’s material, historical, and spiritual presence (qtd. in Roberts 155).

**Abstract:** This essay considers Hopkins’s uses of the metrical mark—the physical, material mark on the page—that has been erased in many editions and critical considerations of his poetry. I argue that our engagement with the poet’s meter has missed the mark: it has failed to note Hopkins’s complicated relationship with (and resistance to) the physical mark, which acts as the indicator not only of his innovative sprung rhythm but also, more importantly, of his spiritual hopes for an English nation united (and disciplined) by meter. In *The Wound of the World*, Hopkins struggles with the stigma of the metrical mark; words are made flesh, scored and scarred, and meter is transformed into spiritual and national allegory. The mark, then, is essential to understanding Hopkins’s metaphysics, his way of seeing words as things, things as words, and the stress that governs them both.
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